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Cities cover 2% of 

the earth’s 

surface but use 

75% of its 

resources



Why all this ‘other stuff’ (that I’m presenting)?

• Governance is about the distribution of power in society, and how that power is 
held accountable. You operate in a context, not a vacuum.

• It is not about ‘governing’ – in the sense of government (though part of it) –
power is delegated to Mayors, hospital CEOs, school principals, councillors, police. 
All of them and us operate in a societal context.

• Income inequality, spatial inequality, racial inequality – we are approaching 
perfect inequality on the Gini. Governance, in such a context, is fundamental.

• So while you – the audience – are key stakeholders in ‘holding the line’, you 
operate in a highly complex environment, courtesy of our history, with multiple, 
contradictory demands – democracy, redistribution, representivity, sustainability, 
cut across by race, class, sex, age – we are living in interesting times. And they are 
interesting because so much has been but still needs to be done.

• So I’m throwing a lot of stuff at you – let’s see what (if anything) it amounts to…



• The Gauteng City Region Perspective, 
published in 2006, set out GPG’s understanding 
of why it is important to think about, and build, a 
‘city-region: “The Gauteng City-Region (GCR) … 
is the heavily urbanised core of the province, 
comprising the three metropolitan municipalities 
and its secondary cities”

• It also said: “We can imagine the economic 
‘footprint’ of the GCR, with its core urban region 
of the three metros and secondary cities. We can 
also safely assume that there are economic 
linkages between the GCR and the nearby cities 
of Rustenburg, Sasolburg, the region around 
Potchefstroom and Klerksdorp, and the Witbank-
Middleburg-Secunda region, but we need to find 
out more about the nature of these relationships, 
and the potential for strengthening and improving 
them”.

You’re sitting in the Gauteng City-Region- which should mean seamless 

planning, budgeting and implementation, from local to provincial…
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Gauteng’s population increased by 2.9 million people from 2001 to 2011

Total population = 12.3 million people – land mass is 1,46% of SA total

Gauteng’s population as a share of  the nation

We are the primary 

destination for 

internal migration, as 

well as cross-border. 

About a third of 

Gautengers were born 

in Limpopo. The 

competition for space, 

jobs, housing, 

services, schools etc. 

is intense. This opens 

the space for rent-

seeking.



Not all city-regions are the same

Source: Alain Bertraud Spatial

Our prime asset, 

ironically, is – space. But 

space without services or 

employment 

opportunities, hence 

densities in townships 

and CBD.

Space however is nature’s 

way of cleansing us –

protect it or beware – the 

more malls we build, the 

more we cement over soil 

that should be absorbing 

rain, the more we ensure 

flooding.



The GCR: size and population



Planning at regional scale starts in 1896….



1951: note how the black population spread across space and was 
located close to work (especially the mining belt)



…and how it had changed by 1957….But even 

relocations were planned regionally, not at city level
Social engineering 

under apartheid, but 

planned across 

regional scales, not 

local/city-specific 

areas. These have to 

be confronted and 

consciously undone, 

to move forward 

together.



By 1990, the GCR is visible – but urban form disguises racist 
spatial geography. This has profound, long-lasting effects.



For example – where we house people…. Conditions created by inequality but we 

perpetuated them

Historical strategies to control people along racial lines created distorted settlement geographies. 

Places like Soweto were purposely placed beyond the mining belt; in Alexandra, across the 

highway and behind light manufacturing and a spruit. And since democracy, provision of low 

income housing follows developmental patterns as prescribed under the apartheid regime –

unstable land and adjacent to the mines.



Poor households are also vulnerable to hazards such as mine residue and 

poisoned aquifers – childhood deformities, cancers, etc. – the burden on the 

state remains



Employment destinations

We put people 

where the jobs 

aren’t….by 

design. 



…and then we carried on doing it under democracy



And boy, did we build!



We even made trees a sign of inequality



Your green spaces are needed to clean the grey (built) infrastructure…. So 
environmental inequality matters!

Gauteng’’’’s grey vs. green infrastructure



Because as we cover soak sites with hardscape, we force storm-water into whatever 

channels it can find – and who lives there…?

“Roads receive most 

attention in our budgets 

and we’re not left with 

much to address storm 

water deficits”

(Johannesburg Roads 

Agency)



Planned mixed density around planned low-cost public 
transport – we’re doing it, but only in patches

The real challenge 

is between the 

ears – getting 

people to accept 

that public 

transport is the 

sexy, classy thing 

to do, not ‘for the 

poor’…



Tembisa: identify storm-water as 

problem; deliver pipes (not use of 

wetlands); then abandon because 

catchment point is in centre of 

township. ‘Duh!’



RacialisedRacialisedRacialisedRacialised inequality remains absolutely clearinequality remains absolutely clearinequality remains absolutely clearinequality remains absolutely clear

Income by race 2009/2011 
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Lack of social capital – especially in suburbs
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Crime (and its uneven spatial distribution)
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Again spatial inequalities compound other inequalities
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But don’t let ‘big data’ obscure local nuance



We’re getting better … but still live apart



• Cities are engines of change – social, cultural, economic – and 

political.

• Gauteng, seen as a city-region, is one vast (in population terms) 

engine of growth and change.

• Any political party wanting the 26% of the population share 

living here, has to be in tune with what cities offer – Afropolitan, 

media connectivity, sophistication, high education levels and a 

tolerance for ‘the new’.

• A party that believes ‘true Africans’ should live on their land, 

abide by their customs, and be true to tradition in all things, is 

unlikely to find urban purchase.

• Finally, such a party is unlikely to find men wanting a woman 

President….just saying….



Governance – and its absence – affect all voters
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• 4 quick maps of 2014 provincial votes in Gauteng, 
then a 2014/2016 comparison 

• These are real votes, as recorded by the IEC, per 
voting district (the happy acronym ‘VD’)

• We use a simple algorithm to spread the votes within 
the VD (or you’d only see a single dot)

• So no, we do NOT know where you live and how you 
voted!



Orange Orange Orange Orange Farm Farm Farm Farm –––– solid ANC territory and return on investmentsolid ANC territory and return on investmentsolid ANC territory and return on investmentsolid ANC territory and return on investment



Soweto Soweto Soweto Soweto –––– largely ANC but see largely ANC but see largely ANC but see largely ANC but see InkathaInkathaInkathaInkatha hostels, and racehostels, and racehostels, and racehostels, and race----space barriers space barriers space barriers space barriers ––––
cross into Eldorado Park and go blue, ditto cross into Eldorado Park and go blue, ditto cross into Eldorado Park and go blue, ditto cross into Eldorado Park and go blue, ditto NoordgesigNoordgesigNoordgesigNoordgesig



Southern Southern Southern Southern suburbs: ANC has to learn to fight in suburbs, DA has suburbs: ANC has to learn to fight in suburbs, DA has suburbs: ANC has to learn to fight in suburbs, DA has suburbs: ANC has to learn to fight in suburbs, DA has 
to learn to fight in townships, EFF still a few months oldto learn to fight in townships, EFF still a few months oldto learn to fight in townships, EFF still a few months oldto learn to fight in townships, EFF still a few months old



Alexandra Alexandra Alexandra Alexandra –––– EFF may be a new player but look at it fight!EFF may be a new player but look at it fight!EFF may be a new player but look at it fight!EFF may be a new player but look at it fight!



And in 2016?



2016 votes: 2016 votes: 2016 votes: 2016 votes: JoburgJoburgJoburgJoburg (1 dot = 20 votes)(1 dot = 20 votes)(1 dot = 20 votes)(1 dot = 20 votes)



2016 votes: Tshwane (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Tshwane (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Tshwane (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Tshwane (1 dot = 20 votes)



2016 votes: Ekurhuleni (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Ekurhuleni (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Ekurhuleni (1 dot = 20 votes)2016 votes: Ekurhuleni (1 dot = 20 votes)



Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 –––– turnout always turnout always turnout always turnout always 
lower in local elections, but this was a bloodbathlower in local elections, but this was a bloodbathlower in local elections, but this was a bloodbathlower in local elections, but this was a bloodbath



Number of votes for DA in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for DA in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for DA in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for DA in 2014 & 2016 by municipality ––––
turnout meant to be lower in local electionturnout meant to be lower in local electionturnout meant to be lower in local electionturnout meant to be lower in local election…………!!!!



Number of votes for EFF in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for EFF in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for EFF in 2014 & 2016 by municipality Number of votes for EFF in 2014 & 2016 by municipality ---- flatliningflatliningflatliningflatlining



Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 by province Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 by province Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 by province Number of votes for ANC in 2014 & 2016 by province –––– not just not just not just not just 
cities driving changecities driving changecities driving changecities driving change…………but felt most strongly!but felt most strongly!but felt most strongly!but felt most strongly!
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Conclusion

• For everything that divides us, the search for decent governance unites 
us, if we judge this by political change

• Racialisation of issues is unavoidable … and in many cases correct –
poverty, low wages, unemployment and spatial inequity

• Political change brings unwanted results – sustainability a ‘bad word’?

• But look beneath the big data and fascinating socio-political changes are 
occurring, around us, every day – and political pluralism has arrived with 
a bang (and rather sooner than the second coming….)

• Voters – of all ages, races, sexes – must never be taken for granted

• Voters are aware of governance failures and corruption, and punish 
accordingly



Thank you


